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Software installation
1.
2.
3.

4.

The BIOS configuration settings on the server must be set to support booting from the CD-ROM.
Once the CD is inserted and server has booted up a splash screen is displayed.
Type “linux” at the boot prompt to proceed.

Select default language ‘English”. (Please note that technical support will only be provided if the
system language is set to English.)
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5.

Select “us” as the default keyboard setting.

6.

Select “Local CD-ROM” to continue with the system installation.
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7. To proceed with the installation, select “Install”.

8.

A warning screen is displayed to inform user of the deletion of any existing data on the harddisk. To
proceed with the installation type in “iway” at the prompt.
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9.

Select “Gateway mode” as the default setting.

10.

Select “Ethernet” as the default internet connection type to proceed.
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11.

12.

1

Specify Internet IP

Enter the network information as assigned by IwayAfrica and use the DNS IP1 for the NOC the
client is in. Then select “Okay”

Please find DNS settings of each iWayAfrica NOC in Appendix A of this document.
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13.

2

Enter the following IP2 and Netmask at the respective tabs: “192.168.1.1” and “255.255.255.0”

You can use the IP 192.168.1.1 or any other private IP scheme as desired by the client.
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14.

Enter the following default password: “Bu5!n355”3.

15.

Select the option “Use default” to proceed with the default partitioning scheme.
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This is the recommended password. However you may use any desired password. This MUST be provided to iWay
Engineers to enable registration of the IBS server.
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16. Select the standard software modules as indicated in this screen shot.

17.

Select additional modules as illustrated in this screen shot.

.
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18.

To proceed, confirm configuration settings by selecting “Done”.

19. This stage will install all selected modules and packages as the server’s default configuration settings.
The user will not be prompted for any action or intervention until the installation is complete.
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20. When installation is complete, select “Reboot” to proceed

21. Log in using the root username and password on the boot up screen shown below.
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22. Select the default language on the next screen.

23. Verify the network and DNS settings on the next page and click next.
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24. Select your time zone in the next window.

25. Configure the servers domain name in the format gateway.(clients domain) for example
gateway.iwayafrica.net.
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26. Fill in the organization details of the client the IBS server is being provided to.

27. You will now get confirmation on completion of the setup wizard.
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Webconfig settings and parameters
1. On a PC on the *LAN* side of the Business Server’s network, open up a web browser and enter the
LAN address of the Business server in the following format: https://’Lan IP’:81/ e.g
https://192.168.1.1:81/ to open the web-config interface. Then type in the username and password to
access the iWAY Business Server dashboard.

The dashboard will then be presented...
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The firewall now has to be opened to allow iWay Africa Support Engineers to register the device
once the initial setup is done.
2. To configure the firewall rules, click on Network then Incoming.

3. Select “Webconfig” from the drop-down list and click on Add.
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Next, the other services need to be configured.
4. To configure the services, select “System” then “Services”.

5. Click on “Configure” next to “Antimalware Updates” in the left panel and configure the
settings as shown in the screenshot below:
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6. Next, enable the Web Proxy by clicking on “Web Proxy” in the left-hand panel.
Make sure the the “Status” is set to “Running” and the “On boot” setting is “Automatic”
Leave the “Configuration” settings at their defaults, but make sure the “Web Proxy Mode” settings are as
follows:
Transparent Mode: Disabled
Content Filter: Enabled
Banner and Pop-Up Filter: Enabled
user Authentication: Disabled
Once those settings are selected, click on “Update”.

After the page has reloaded, click on “Content Filter” link of the warning box.
Make sure the the “Status” is set to “Running” and the “On boot” setting is “Automatic”
Leave all other settings at the defaults.
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If the site is to be configured with the Business Server as the customer’s primary email server, then
complete the following steps , else iWay Africa Support Engineers will have to configure the
Maildrop service after registering the Business Server.
7. Configure “POP and IMAP servers” by clicking on “Server” and then selecting “POP and IMAP”.
Make sure the the “Status” is set to “Running” and the “On boot” setting is “Automatic”
Enable all of POP. IMAP, Secure POP and Secure IMAP.
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8. On the left hand panel, under Mail Scanning “Filters” Start and Enable Antimalware, Antispam,
Greylisting and Quarantine features with default settings. You may tweek the settings depending on the
client’s requirements.
9. Next, configure the SMTP server, by selecting SMTP Server on the left hand panel under mail.
Make sure the the “Status” is set to “Running” and the “On boot” setting is “Automatic”
Set the “Primary Domain” and “Hostname” settings as per the client’s domain.
In the box for “Outbound Relay Hosts”, enter ‘smtp.iwayafrica.com’ or the smtp smarthost4 for the
NOC the client has been installed in and click on “Add”.

10. Next add email users to the server. Click on directory on the top left menu and select users.
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Please find various SMTP smarthost settings for the iWayAfrica NOCs in Appendix B.
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Click on the add button to add users.
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Fill in at least the Username, First Name, Last Name and Password boxes and optionally any other
information as appropriate. Check on Mailbox under services to give the user access to email access.
Then click on “Add” to add the user to the system. Repeat the procedure for each user to be added to the
system.
At this point, the system must be registered, and so, must now be handed over to the iWayAfrica technicians
to complete the registration process and post-registration configuration of services.
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How To’s
Configuring Access Controls
Time-based Access Control allows an administrator to enforce time-of-day web access to users or computers
(IP or MAC address) using the web proxy.
You can find this feature in the menu system at the following location:
Gateway -Proxy and Filtering - Access Control
Time periods define the day of week (for example, Monday, Tuesday …) and the time of day (for example,
12:00 - 13:00) that an access control rule should apply. Select Add/Edit Time Period from the webconfig tab
menu to:
•
•
•

display and/or edit a currently defined time period
add a new time period definition
delete an existing time period definition

NOTE: Deleting a time period will delete any access control rule that depends on the time
period definition being deleted.
In the sample screenshot below, we have created two time period definitions. The first defines a lunch break
on weekdays between 12:00pm and 1:00pm (13:00). The second covers the entire day over a weekend
(Saturday and Sunday).

An unlimited number of access control list definitions can be created to customize precisely how users or
machines on the LAN should be given access to the web via the proxy server. In the example below, a rule to
allow all machines on the LAN to have access to the web during the weekend is being created. By specifying
an internal IP range of 192.168.1.100 to 192.168.1.255, the IP based identification will apply this rule to all
computers on the LAN receiving a DHCP lease in this IP range.
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Name
A unique name identifying the access control.
ACL Type
Sets the ACL rule type - allow or deny. Allow provides web access to the user/computer…Deny forbids web
access.
Time-of-Day ACL
References a unique time of day rule. The drop down menu will be empty and a link to create a new time
period will be displayed if no time definitions have been created.
Restriction
Determines whether the ACL rule will apply to the time period defined or all time outside of the time period
defined. For example, if you defined a time period name Lunchtime that was defined as 12:00 - 13:00 from
Monday to Friday and you wanted a specific rule to apply during the lunch hour, select Within. Conversely, if
you wanted a rule to be applied for all hours outside of the lunch period, you would select Outside.
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Method of Identification
Depending on your proxy configuration, up to three different methods of user/machine identification are
possible - username, IP address and MAC address.
Username - Username-based authentication is only available if you have User Authentication enabled. Users
must provide login credentials 'and' have access to the proxy server (as defined by the user account
configuration. Once logged into a proxy session, ACL rules based on username Will apply.
IP Address - To restrict web access to a particular computer or multiple computers (for example, a computer
lab), IP address based identification can be used. A single IP address or a range of IP addresses (separated by
a dash) can be added. Valid entry examples include:
•
•
•

192.168.1.100
10.0.0.121
192.168.1.100-192.168.1.150

The IP address represents the address of the machine connecting to the proxy. Since the computer is located
on the LAN segment of the network, any IP address or range listed here should be restricted to an | internal
IP address or range.
*MAC Address* - A MAC address is a unique identifier originating from a computer's network card. MAC
addresses can be a good alternative to IP addresses if an administrator does not lock down the network
settings of a machine which might allow a savvy user to get around an IP address-based access control rule. A
MAC address must be obtained from the machine and is dependent on the OS. See Tips and Tricks for
information on how to determine a MAC address.
ACL Priority
New ACL rules are added to the bottom of the list… that is to say, new rules begin with the lowest priority.
The proxy server analyzes each rule in successive order… starting from the top and working through each
rule. The first rule to match a true condition stops the processing and allows (or denies, depending on the
rule type) access to the web.
In the example below, there are three rules…AllEmployees has the highest priority, followed by
LunchHourStaff and finally (lowest priority) HourlyEmployees.
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To understand priorities, it is probably easiest to follow through a few scenarios.
Saturday - since it is a weekend, and through the creation of the AllEmployees rules, all IP address on the
LAN have be defined in the creation of the ACL, all computers on the LAN will have access to the web,
regardless of MAC or username based ACL's and regardless of whether it is lunch hour (for example, 12pm 1pm) or not. In this case, the first rule (All Employees) applies (returns true) and processing of further rules is
not performed.
Monday @ 12:15pm - All users who are using computers whose IP's have been added to the
LunchHourlyEmployees IP list will have access to the web.
Monday @ 1:15pm - All users who are using computers whose IP's have been added to the
HourlyEmployees IP list will be denied access to the web. This is because the third rule is applied since the
first two rules did not return a true statement. Any user who is using a computer whose IP is not listed in the
HourlyEmployees rule will be allowed access to the web.
By default, if no ACL rules return true (for example, are executed as allow/deny) a user is allowed access to
the web. To apply a blanket block rule, create an IP range ACL using the deny type along with a time
definition from 00:00 - 24:00.
Use the up and down arrows on the ACL Summary page to bump the priority of any ACL rule you create in
order to enforce time of day web access.
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Content Filter
The content filtering software blocks inappropriate websites from the end user. The software can also be
used to enforce company policies; for instance, blocking personal webmail sites like Hotmail can decrease lost
productivity at the office.
The filter engine uses a variety of methods including phrase matching, URL filtering and black/white lists.
Although the filter works effectively 'out-of-the-box', for best results, we recommend subscribing to a service
level that includes the 'Content Filter Update'. By keeping your blacklist up-to-date, you will be providing
your LAN with the most effective blocking solution against the 'churn' of sites that change daily.
You can find this feature in the menu system at the following location:
Gateway - Proxy and Filtering - Content Filter

Configuration
The web-based administration tool gives you access to a number of configuration settings. The filter must be
run in parallel with the Web Proxy server.

It is important to understand the implications of running the content filter with a web proxy server
configured to run in standard mode.
Standard Mode
In standard mode, the web proxy operates on port 3128 and the content filter operates on port 8080. You
must change the settings of all the web-browsers located on the local network to point to one of the above
ports in order to take advantage of proxy or filtering services. If users have the technical knowledge and have
access to the browser settings on their local machine, they could potentially by-pass the proxy server and have
full access to content on the Internet.
Transparent Mode
In transparent mode, all requests from the local network automatically pass through the web proxy cache.
The settings for the local machines do not need to be changed. By-passing the proxy is not possible by
changing browser settings on the local machine. Obviously, this is the preferred configuration.
Configuring Advanced Filtering
Banned File Extensions / Banned MIME Types
Banned File Extensions Banning specific file extensions is a useful tool for limiting content available to
users on the LAN. It can also greatly decrease the chances of users unwittingly downloading and running
'arbitrary' code downloaded from the Internet which could potentially contain viruses, spyware of other
malicious code.
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By checking a box next to an extension, you are disallowing filtered users from accessing this file type. If
you wish an extension to be blocked and it is not listed in the available list, add it to the list using the “Add a
new extension type” form.
Banned MIME Types Similarly, MIME types instruct a browser to utilize certain applications in order to
display content encoding. Security exploits in the applications themselves can be used to infiltrate a computer.
MIME types checked in the “Banned MIME Types” form will not be allowed to pass through the firewall
and to the computer making the request on the LAN, providing a more secure environment.
Banned Site List / Exempt Site List
Banned Site List Sites entered in the “Banned Site List” will be banned, regardless of the site's content, or
whether the site is on one of the blacklists.
Exempt Site List Sites entered in the “Exempt Site List” will be allowed, regardless of the site's content. Use
this form if content on a site triggers a 'false positive' that you wish to override.
Grey Site List Sites entered in the “Grey Site List” will not be blocked by the blacklists but will still be
checked for content. For example, you may have the news blacklist enabled to prevent people from wasting
time during the business day. However, you may have also decided to allow just BBC news. If you add
bbc.co.uk to the exception list, all web pages will be allowed. If you add bbc.co.uk to the greylist, then most
pages will pass through just fine, but this mildly racy page and other might get blocked by the phrase list
system.
Banned User IP List / Exempt User IP List
If you have some or all of your workstations configured to use static IP addresses, you can configure
individual workstations' access to the web.
Banned User IP List
Here you can configure LAN IP addresses that will be completely blocked from accessing the web. You can
either add IP addresses individually or add groups as defined below.
Exempt User IP List
Here you can configure LAN IP addresses that will be granted free access to the web. You can either add IP
addresses individually or add groups as defined below. When you configure an exempt IP, the web request
still goes through the filter and proxy, but nothing is ever blocked. If you need to completely bypass the
content filter / web proxy system, you can use the web site bypass in the proxy feature.
Groups
You can configure groups of IP addresses to simplify and organize workstation access to the web. For
example in an educational environment you can add all administrator/staff IP addresses to a Staff group and
add them to the Exempt User IP List.
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Weighted Phrasing
The content filter system uses phrase lists to calculate a score for every web page. You can fine tune your
content filter scoring by specifying which phrase lists to use.
In general you will want the phrase lists you select here to correspond with the blacklists you are using. At a
minimum you will want to include the proxies phraselist to prevent your users from bypassing the filter.
Note that more weighted phrases activated for the content filter mean that the filter will take more time to
look at each page. It is recommended that if you are using a low powered server, you limit the number of
weighted phrase lists you use and instead use more blacklists.
Blacklists
The content filter system uses black lists to block specific web sites. You can fine tune your content filter
black lists by specifying which lists to use. Note that these lists are updated weekly by the Content Filter
Update Service if you have subscribed to that service.
Configure Filter
Sensitivity Level
The sensitivity level is an arbitrary scale that allows 'coarse' adjustment of the phrase filter sensitivity.
Increasing the sensitivity level means that fewer bad phrases/words will cause the filter to block the page.
PICS Level
An Internet standard for rating web content. This setting will prove to be of minor significance as sites selfadministrate this parameter. As a general rule, the recommendation is to disable this setting.
Reporting Level
Several options are available to customize what a user sees when the filter blocks a page:
•

Stealth Mode - Site is not blocked…User's IP and site is logged

•

Access Denied - User's browser will receive an 'Access Denied' in place of the web page.

•

Short Report - A short error message 'bubble' will be displayed like the one below

•

Full Report - Same as above, but the weighted limit and actual value will be displayed (useful for finetuning the system).

•

Custom Report - Uses the customizable HTML template
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Block IP Domains
Used to prevent users from circumnavigating the URL-based portion of the filter by using IP addresses
instead of URL's. Pages will still be filtered based on the other filtering mechanisms: weightedphrases, mime
types, file extensions etc.
Blanket Block
Most restrictive setting. All sites will be blocked with the exception of those listed in the exempt list. Useful
for kiosks/public terminals where a browser is used to access a company site etc.
Below Please find the training video on Content Filter.
Training Video
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Appendix A: iWayAfrica DNS Settings
NOC Name
G11
NSS7/NSS5
NSS12
S
S2

DNS Server Settings
Primary
Secondary
Primary
Secondary
Primary
Secondary
Primary
Secondary
Primary
Secondary

80.72.111.4
80.72.111.3
77.220.15.4
77.220.15.3
41.72.175.4
41.72.175.3
62.128.175.15
62.128.175.14
62.128.175.15
62.128.175.14

Appendix B: SMTP Smarthost Settings
NOC Name
G11
NSS7/NSS5
NSS12
S
S2

SMTP Smarthost Settings
smtp11.iwayafrica.com
smtp7.iwayafrica.com
smtp12.iwayafrica.com
smtp.iwayafrica.com
smtp.iwayafrica.com
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